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About This Game

Cypher is a first person puzzle game about cryptography.

Explore the museum and learn about the history of cryptography, from
simple substitution ciphers to the Enigma machine and beyond.

Grab a pen and paper and test your deciphering skills across 40+ challenging puzzles.
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Title: Cypher
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Matthew Brown
Publisher:
Matthew Brown
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista (64-bit) or later

Processor: 2.8 GHz+

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 3.0

Storage: 250 MB available space
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The game looked pretty exciting on the store page and they really did a good job both with the trailer and with the game info,
however the gameplay is pretty underwhelming considering the presentation it offers.

One would think that this is a game about dealing drugs, you take drugs from a person, and you sell them to another, you stack
some drugs in your house, maybe you produce some of your drugs, maybe you get high on your drugs, maybe you even get in
some fights because of your drugs, that's what you would expect from a 'drug dealing simulator'.

What the game actually is, is just a stock trading simulator in which you buy the so-called 'drugs' online through an app which is
supposedly provided by CIA (makes \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sense), and you sometimes get into RPG type battles with
random people, or the unrealistically perceptive cops in the game, because cops always know what a drug dealer looks like and
whether or not he has drugs on him. I use the term 'so-called' because you could really replace the drugs in this game with
anything and it wouldn't make a single difference in the gameplay.

The main character doesn't even have a house\/apartment, he just goes around the town 24\/7 with his tablet and backpack
supposedly selling and buying drugs, I don't even know how he gets the drugs, the game never shows him receiving them, it just
shows him purchasing them online, I suppose they drop from the sky or some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 maybe
the CIA use their top notch technology to synthesize the drugs directly into his backpack. The cops in this game don't make any
sense, they will attack you on sight if you have drugs on you or even legally owned weapons, and they will frisk you if you don't
(which is clearly a violation of your rights in almost any state and country), and if you're at the start of the game good luck
dealing with them, cause you won't be able to fight them, and you'll almost never get away. It would have really been a great
thing adding character stats in the game like speed (so you can get away from the cops without tripping 7 times in a row when
you try to escape) or strength (so you could actually handle the cops in fights without having to purchase the ridiculously
overpriced weapons). Also, why does this game take the weapon system to the extreme? I'm pretty sure no low-profile drug
dealer would ever carry a rocket launcher or a flame thrower in his backpack.

Also, the pricing of the drugs in this game is complete garbage. I mean, I'm not a drug-obssesed junkie, who just wants to snort
coke everyday, but I know that a gram of cocaine doesn't cost $20,000. It doesn't matter when or where you buy it, you could
get it in North Korea for cheaper than that. Hell, you could probably even get it into space for cheaper than that. I understand
that it wasn't an easy game to make, (especially since you guys spent so much time filling all that background story that nobody
cares about) but if you are to make a game on drugs, could you at least do some research on the average prices for street drugs?

And yes, they use the famous 'unit' as quantity measurement, just so they can discount pieces of criticism like this, but for real,
that unit could be a gram, an 8 ball, an ounce or even a pound of cocaine and the pricing still wouldn't make sense. And even if
we are to talk about the kilos, it still wouldn't make sense either, as the other drugs would be way too cheap.Needles to say, if
you were to carry pounds or kilos of drugs in your backpack and walk through the entire town for days on end, you would
probably break both your back and shoulders at some point.
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I personally can't recommend this game because it's poorly made and not what I expected, I don't really know what I expected
from a 2\u20ac game, but I guess I expected something a bit more than a stock trading simulator.. If you are desperate for a
cheap horror game that never quite lives up to any promise it may seem to have, then this may be worth the $5 or less (I got it on
Steam Sale for about a dollar, still have mixed feelings about the worth). Everything you may think the game will highlight
(1970s vibe, lab facility, creepy factor) will be absolutely disappointing in it's actual execution. This is a sub-standard horror
game all around.. This is a low budget adventure game that somewhat works. The story is interesting but somewhat cliche,
covering psycological horror and supernatural horror.

I enjoyed it, but only by using a walkthrough. There were a few overly involved puzzles, that required precisely ordered steps,
that became frustrating trying to solve. As well as the need sometimes to hunt through all rooms trying to find the next step to
progress.

I got this in a bundle so the price was right, and for that I recommend it. But you would need to be a big fan of this kind of
game, convoluted puzzles, and story to pay full price.. It feels like a lot like the first levels of Serious Sam 3, and those levels are
what I define as "the not good Serious Sam". That's when it's not doing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like holding all
the good weapons back and playing 'only with a pistol' for almost the first third of this game. This would have been better if it
were an incredibly fast version of The First Encounter, but once again, it overpromises and underdelivers, like most DLC does
nowadays.. As the name states destruction is the game. You seek to destroy a town with everything else in the place or with
abilities to recycle everything. It's a charming puzzler. Typically casual games don't hold my attention for very long, but this one
was a bit different. The fun thing with this game was that both my wife and I sat down and played it together. This is more her
style of game, but it offered enough other things that it was a little more complicated of a casual game than usual. Try it out..
Are you ready for an Adventure Time game that DOESN'T suck?

Then this game for you.

It plays like a mix of Diablo, Toejam & Earl and Skylanders.

It's best played with a Joystick.
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A very nice game at 1$ :D. I was interested in 8-Bit Invaders after seeing some gameplay videos on YouTube and was initially
into it, because it basically plays like classic Red Alert 2, which is one of my favorite RTS titles.

But in the 2 hours I spent with the game, in which I got through the first 5 of the Marine campaign missions, I just gave up on
mission 6, because a full half of the campaign thus far had been tedious defense missions.

This is made especially worse because the campaign appears to be set up where if you want to beat all the objectives on
"normal" or "hard" mode, you have to beat the missions on easy then later come back with the extra units and starting money the
campaign awards you. And in my book that is some grind-y BS.

The UI also needs some work. In particular the sound notifications that my units were under attack stopped playing, so I was
directing my army half way across the map only to realize that half my base was gone because a single alien trooper was sitting
there slowly shooting all my structures to bits.

Not worth it, unfortunately.. Wow this game is good.. It's very unfortunate to ESEA to see a bunch of people who don't even
play CSGO competitively start complaining about a service because it isn't free. I would recommend this service to people who
are trying to improve and become a better player while being in a VERY competitive environment. If you're looking to play
something for fun, go to Faceit and CEVO, they offer free services.. Mumbo Jumbo! I think you have to be my favorite! I love
your games! (Done fan girling) Anyways about this one. I didn't know what to expect when I seen the layout and then I realized.
This is a bit crazy! But I love it! Very challenging and those bosses? Well don't let them intimidate! Just relax and you will get
through all the madness. It's an exciting game! I played it for an hour lol. (btw don't do that if you have carpel tunnel) I will rest
my sore wrist and play it again! Love you! Thank you for making such awesome games! <3
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